
Yr. Daio Schorr - 	 8/8/86 
3113 Woodley Road, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20008 

Dear Mr. Schorr, 

Although that of which I write, at least by the standards of my reporting youth, 
would have been news, I do not hide other interests, personal and public. And 

although I thick you'll remoeber me, in the event you do not your letter to me from 

the days of your own travail* may remind you and it also serves to reflect that the 

interests I now seek to defend are not new for me and not always personal. 

You nay remember, as I think I do, that I wrote you on several occasions critic-
izing some of your theoretical writings alaput the MK. assassination. That is what 

distinguishes me from all the others known an "critics" of the official investigations 
of the political assassinations. Nine from the first .41ad mi first of seven books was -
the first) has been a study of 11(4 our basic institutions worked or failed to work • 

in those days of great crisis and since then. In extent this work takes up about 60 

file.cabinets, all, without ay quid pro quoft, to be a university archive, already 
begun. I do not hide my pride that with all this; are at amount I've published and 
an enormity in FOIA laueuit affidavits, where I was, of course, subject to prosecution 
if I erred, nobody has ever shown a significant error in any of this. 

In part because they have never been able to fault me, and I think in major 

part, in part because the iaveetiaatory filee exemption of FOIA was amended in 1974 

because of me, and for other relsone not all of which aro clear, the FBI and some in 
the DJ have been out to "set" me for years. Civil Division once had what was known an 
the .."get Weisbere crew, six lawyers and I don't know how many others. Some of the 
stuff the FDI made up and distributed widely, fro/4 the Whote Renee down, is nazi-like 

and is like much of What was forced into the pUblic domain because I persisted and the 
Act was .amended to make that possible. (A religious isotheldng after the high holy 
days was mak actually said to be the annual celebration of the Russian devolution my 
wife and I allegedly held, and you can imagine the impact this and so much else like 

it had on LIV, who made the original request, the AGs and their assistants to whom 
copies were sent, the lawyers who defended my cases, etc.) An I'm sure I once wrote 

you, official perjury was commonplace, exposed in court and iepered by the judges and 
the press. Now, however, I've moved this mctter of official perjury into a different 

and I think more significant posture in a POD. case I fiSd in 1970, yes, that long 
ago, and in which, because those creatures febeicated a phony conflict of interest with 
ey lawyer andr-ikilfriend, I'm now pro se and before the appeals court. (He is Jim 
Lesar, 202/393-1921, and I'm sure he'll tell you I do sot exaggerate.) 

Without ever makine the required initial searches in this litigation, the FBI 

demanded and got a discovery order, without preceetnder FOIA and it's de facto end 

if •I do not prevail. There are legitimate and recognized groun&5 for opposing discovery 
and I invoked a number of them that were pertinent. There also were special reasons. In 

no instance did the FLI/DJ offer any contradictory ae'de car or make any attempt to 

refute what T provided under oath. One is that the 	discovery, for "each 
and every" dOcument and reason addressing FBI noncompliance, was clearly excessive 

and unnecessary and beyond my physical capabilities. Another is that I had already, 
voluntarily, provided all the information and documentation of which I was aware-
at least tee) full file drawers of a total of eight full file drawers I provided in 
ileo lawsuits. (The Reagenjled apeeals office wrote me separately that nobody had 

ever provided that much information end documentation,) And, of course, how could any 
honest person swear to hiving located and copied each and every pertinh record from 
about 60 file cabinets in which it ie scattered. The physical impossibility part I alerat 
went into in coneiderable detail,004 under oath and myself subject to perjury after 
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some particularly nasty and doubting comments by the DJ lawyer. 

1 an 73 and have been in seriously impe)led health for more than a decade. In 
1975 - and all this was known to the FBI - I was Haspitalized for acdte thrombo-
phlebitis in both legs and thighs, with the danage extensive and be#ond repair. In 
1977 arterial obstruction!, were diagnosed, in-1980 I had arterial surgery, and there 
were two post-surgical complications, the second not uncommonly fatal, \total block-
age on the left side. as a result my health is far from goad, I'm severely limited 
in what I can do,'I have difficulty using stairs and can't use them often (most of 
the files are in uy basement, as the FBI and DJ also know) I can't stand still at all, 
which restricts my ability even to use files, I must keep my legs elevated when I'm not 
walking and then wall: around a bit every 20 minutes or so ( I can usually walk about 
a city block, sometimes twice that much but no more), and live on a high-level of 
anticoagulent hhich can make a simple cut or fall very dangerous, even fatal. Almost 
a decade ago, when the FBI meted to confer with me in other litigation, it had to 
park my lawyer's car inside the 3. Edger konver Bldg., I was then so weak and so 
limited even in walking. The Civil Division has been aware that long, too. But 
their personal knowledge was immaterial to these nazi-like creatures and the judge 
ignored'it all, as he usually does when the defendant is the FBI. (Even when in order 
for- me to be there for oral argument this past January, when I got a friend to drive 
me to Washington, he approved my using a TrIllm% wheelchair in the courtroom be-
cause I cannot stand and arranged for special parking at the courthouse door because 
without that I.could not get to his courtroom.) 

on . When I did not comply with this phony "discovery" the. DJ lawyer threated to have •- 
ite cited for contempt.1 response, through Leear, was to dare him to do it. knew 
they do not dare any tr '1 of any kind, any proceeding that might attract some 
attention. Co, he switched to demanding money damagec, for the time allegedly spent 
in seeking discovery. John Lewis Smith flailed hi:: rubberstnrsp again and I responded 
through L'esar for them to come out to I2aryland and collect it. They haven't and I'm 
inclined. to believe they never will if it means any hind of public proceeding. The 
keaganized appeals court rubber-stamped and remanded because they hadn't the required 
records and.for other reasons. Before we went up on appeal, when T didn't pay.  the 
costs dewanded, they moved for and got a money judeement against iresar, Lubricating 
an impossibility to get it and getting away with that, too. In their representation to 
the appeals court I was some kind of never clearly defined Sven; ala who asserted an 
evil influence on Lefler, who ought be disbarred fro- it, and .eklletrict court judge 
"closely observed" this "for the five years of the litigation." Mks the case records 
:thaws, I wasn't before Smith with leesar in this case a single time and as my medi-

cal records in the case record show, my getting there eas impossible. 

It happens that foe the period in question I suffered a rather large and for me . 
• exceptional series of other illnesses, including pneumonia and pleurisy twice, and that 

further limited what I was able to do. and since the last emergency surgery I've been 
required to spend three hours a day in an effective therapy, now become commonplace and 
I think as a generality an interesting feature. I was told to go to a nee:by mall, less 
than a ten-imute drive tI'ye not been able to drive out of Frederick for a decade 
and my driving is limited to about 20 minutes, and to walk until the lack of oxygen 
in the leg and thigh causeS pain. Then I sit with my leg elevated until the pain is 
gone and then I walk again, etc. For three houre a day. Following different surgery 
this past January I'm to lie flat on my back for two houre a day with the legs elevated. 
(So, in defending myself, the Act and several principles, I begin with most of a 
working day Gone.) I undieetzeid that now malls in general permit this, early entry, etc., 
and that doctors are preecribiee it often. At "my" wall there are more than a dozen 
elderly people and fewer :rouse oneswho are at this daily before the mall opens for 
business. 

On 1.:4.41nd I invokpi federal Rule (Mb), having to do eith new evidence This  is 



what gets to the present and I believe quite exceptioeal posture of the case. Under this 
rule relief froofL judgement is available under stated- conditions. These include what 
without refutation—even without pro fame denial— I have alleged and proved with the 
FBI's own records. To get the discovery order the FBI alleged, my shorthand, that the 
discovery would enable them to prove that they had complied with icy requests, and in 
the alternative, my subject—matter expertise is required for them to Iodate any ;perti-
nent and withheld records. Their major a.ffiaat is FBI SA John N. Phillips, a super-
visor in the MIN. part of FLI.HQ. flow it just happened that this same I'hi] lips i s7 
also the supervisor in a la useful filed by a fiend, Bark Allen. In the Allen case, 
before a different judge who celled FBI per °mance, and after my case was on 
appeal, Phillips himself disclosed to Allen what proves that to get the judgement 
against me-the FB4 and DJ resorted to perjury, fraud and misrepresentation. The case 
record holds the documentation. It is not just my word or my interpretation. This is 
why there cannot be any refutatiOn and I think the reason there is no pro forma denial. • 
is because that would couplicate their felonies e-ven i tilore. Naturally, smith ianaored 
all of this and argued for the FBI/DJ what they cliche t even argue themselves.He held 
that these undenied felonies did not defraud him, ignoring my claim that I was defrauded 
by them (Lima:Lae a othurt even pretending that it can function when one side preeents 
not a word other than proven perjury!), and besides, they were only "cumulative." 

There is more but thio ought be enough to show that it is unusual that the 
FBI and DJ are so charged, that they do not even bother to try to deny these charges, 
aad that the courts today reward felonious miscoaduet. (If I can find some of the 
documents that I think in themselves might he aewavorthy I'll include copies.) 

I made at least a half dozen approachne to the Post, without response, except 
from a reporter uho laiaws use well and says there is no news in this. Ditto for the 
NTTimes. I sent copies of the pleadings of both sides to then and to perhape 30 
others, including the nets and wires services. Without aay other response, only that 
.undenied official felonies are not today news. Eaybe with heaver, belt as you saw, 
lying by Supreme Court nominees also is not so described tide. 

In the late 1930s I was s Senate investigator and I can't imagine that no 
Senator and no staffer thought to ask Scalia, when his anti—FOIL. words were read 
back to him and he pretended that in his decisions he broadened rights under FOIA, 
what his record was in government cases limited to his former employer; and with 
regard to hie eondemnation of what in the et helps get better goverment, some of 
what came out (because Congress weeded that exemption over me) about the evils of 
the CIA and FBI — exposed when he was head of the Office of Legal Counsel, But this, 
as I'm having difficulty bejievilee, 	the state of our land today. 

Of course it uoule.1 have been much easier for me to just juy the judgemeat, but 
that would maize me srty to evil and require abdication of which I'm not yet capable. 
It would assure evi and restrictive precedent. (Today it will take about three months 
of my only iacrele, Social Security.) After these illnesses I treed to dismiss the 
litigation (./ith prejudice against myself but subject to the rights of others to seek 
what was not disclosed to tre9and the FBI/DJ rejected that offer out of hand. Can you 
imagine whateeith only one precedent, this alleged discovery, will remain of POIA. if 
the government can demand ane expect to get "discovery" when it wants not to disclose? 
Can you im.a..ne the costs for wealthy and corporate liti gents? yrcilmry people will 
be automatically foreclosed. So, I have to -Ley and I will resist as long as I am 
capable of it.Othereise 1 became part of the Aeaganite restriction on information, too. 
So, I hope you can eee some news interest in this because I believe that with some 
public attention, which such matters rarely get, the pending evil eel be defeated, I 
don't thin!: the judges will do as they have done with a little light in those almost 
always darkened chrimbers. Thanks for anything you may do, my apologies for this terrible 
typing (I'm new peer is sidewaye to the mill), end if you'd like to see the enormity of 
what I've comeil& for this erevereity archive, we 're about an hour from your home, 

-eest wishes, 

417 
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I found these pailes of an 2BIlii! tickler on my desk. They and more, with 

explanations, are in the cane record. I do not take more of your time to show their 
pertinence in what I charged, srve that Phillips swore with regard to ticklers that 

the FBI destroys them "routinely" after a matter of days and this one is more than 

20 years old and still in file. 

That the FBI prepared "dossiers" on the eminences of the Warren Commission 

has never been reported. Nor has it that the FBI twice prepared dossiers on the 

staff, also mostly eminences now, including a Sehator. There is relevance in the 
litigation to those prepared "sex dossiers ". on the critics because Phillips swore 

there was nothing onn-.the critics and all on us had been ordered to be processed 

for disclosure by the Deputy &G. 	. 

The FBI's own characterization of its "investigation" is new to one familiar 

with its record only in the admission of it. They never investigated the crime itself. 

Odly Oswald./ was investigated, if that is the right word for what they did and did not 

do. (I'm not trying to argue with you when I assure you that the actual Oswald is 

not the person described in the official and released records and he had a to me 

fascinatarecord in the herines, also undisclosed publicly. I got it from the Navy, 

not the FBI.) 

The FBIHQ. knew and "handled" the long—suppressed matter of Oswald's threatening 

letter, ai threat to bomb the FBI or the police, from the FBI's later internal 
investigation, . This was the day Ruby 	 (Hover told Commission.) 

lehis appears to be a daLiage assessment tickler but I don't know that to. be a 

fact. Except for the paperclips I added for my own reasons in my oun 14ork this is as 
I received it. 

and more like it, which I used as exhibits, was part of what I sent to 

about 30 in the press who got all that was filed by both sides. 

Iff any of this interest you and you wnt identification of the names or 

anything like that, please let me know. 

HW 


